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Background & Aim
Classification systems (taxonomies) can help standardise incident reporting which may improve the quality of data used for identification of patient safety
issues. There is currently no Australian standardised terminology or taxonomy for medication incidents.
This project aimed to develop a state-wide taxonomy, aligned to an adapted medication management cycle, designed to standardise medication incident
reporting in clinical practice.

• Identified existing taxonomies via literature review and benchmarking
• Mapped key existing taxonomies by medication management processes and related incident types
Development • Agreed on definitions, terminology and processes, which were incorporated into a first draft
Phase

Review
Phase

• Scenario testing using the draft Taxonomy:
• Obtained stakeholder review/feedback
• Assessed correlation of incident classification responses

Working Group* consultation

Methods

• Further refined the Taxonomy
• Developed a classification guide using responses and examples from the scenario testing
Finalisation • Final Taxonomy endorsed and distributed by VicTAG

*Working group consisted of eight Quality Use of Medicines Pharmacists from a range of health services in Victoria

Results
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18 incident types
including wrong patient,
not prescribed

• A Classification Guide was written to help
standardise reporting in clinical practice.
It includes:

Dispensing/
Supply

3 incident types
including not
provided

• A Medication Incident Taxonomy was
developed, based on medication management
cycle processes with associated incident types

• Definitions and examples to improve
consistency in user-classification
17 incident types
including wrong
medicine/fluid,
medicine interaction

• Recommendation to classify incidents
based on the impact to the patient

Conclusion
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13 incident types
including wrong storage temperature, lost/missing

3 incident types including
incomplete/inaccurate
information

4 incident types including
allergy/adverse drug
reaction, wrong timing

Monitoring

Administration

21 incident types including
wrong route/site,
incompatibility

The Victorian Medication Incident Taxonomy is
directly applicable for use within clinical practice.
It provides a good foundation for standardising
medication incident data to inform development
of medication safety systems to reduce the risk of
preventable patient harm.
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